we do IT right
Who We Are
Since 2006, NOYNIM has been providing the most appropriate, economical and trusted IT system solutions for small and mid-sized businesses throughout the Denver metropolitan area. With nearly a century of combined industry expertise and a vendor-neutral approach to efficiently resolve the most demanding IT infrastructure challenges, NOYNIM’s passion is to understand a customer’s business, optimize complex networks and deliver customized solutions that support growth. In doing so, we build long-term, strategic business relationships. We shine, partly due to a highly knowledgable staff with expert-level certifications as well as the most competitive pricing structure in the field.

NOYNIM exists by honoring a simple, customer-centric credo:
- Reduce customer costs through knowledge and efficiency
- Foster At-Will Partnerships rather than enforce Managed Service Provider term contracts
- Leave lasting legacies behind by developing and implementing custom, nonproprietary solutions owned by the customer

Join the growing group of companies benefitting from:

The NOYNIM Advantage
- No contracts
- Fixed hourly rate
- Denver’s most talented, vendor-certified engineers
- Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert (CCIE)
- Detailed Disaster Recovery Documentation
- Guaranteed 24-hour support
- Daily reports
- Monthly high-level overviews
- Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP)
How NOYNIM Does IT

As a small and medium sized business (SMB), NOYNIM understands the demand for efficient, powerful and affordable technology solutions to maximize human resource productivity and streamline business processes. This empathy drives NOYNIM to deliver the most appropriate, value-adding IT technologies and services to meet any budget for projects ranging from the procurement of a simple hardware component to a full-scale network system implementation. As the only SMB IT Service Provider boasting Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert (CCIE) status, the most prestigious networking certification in the world, NOYNIM delivers world-class solutions at a fraction of the cost demanded by large IT Service providers.

Whether developing custom applications, building a companywide computer network, writing custom software, establishing secure eBusiness capabilities or guaranteeing industry-leading IT Security Services, NOYNIM lives out its values to customers in diverse disciplines such as Education, Finance, Government, Legal, Manufacturing, Medical and Non-Profit industries.
Reducing Client Costs

With a fixed hourly rate and no overtime or holiday fees, NOYNIM ensures affordable IT infrastructure maintenance and prevents unexpected costs. Furthermore, not to be confused with a Managed Service Provider (MSP) organization, NOYNIM is a specialized, technology-agnostic IT Services provider with the most experienced, vendor-certified engineers in Denver, a strategic business differentiator to ensure its customers receive and implement only the most necessary, appropriate, and affordable solutions to parallel evolving infrastructure demands.

Lasting Legacies

NOYNIM believes the best legacies are those left behind. Therefore, all customized software and application solutions created by NOYNIM exist for and reside with customers who paid for the services. Centralized Patch Management, Centralized Anti-Virus Management, Centralized Security Management, Security Information and Event Management, Network Monitoring Systems and Server Hardware Management and Monitoring programs all belong to the customer when created through NOYNIM’s set hourly fee, contract-free partnering environment.
At-Will Partnerships
Starting with a FREE 3-hour IT Overall Diagnostic—a valuable, no-risk service extended to potential customers, we address the following key points:

- Your current IT environment and best practice recommendations
- Network assessment (switches, routers, load balancers, etc.)
- Server and desktop assessment
- Potential weak points in your infrastructure
- Your current backup and disaster recovery plan/preparedness
- Recommended strategies and tactics to maximize efficiency and drive down IT costs

Additionally, we don’t require contractual term relationships to promote trust and fidelity. As with personal relationships, NOYNIM fosters healthy, long-term, at-will business partnerships formed out of a concentric series of beneficial and rewarding experiences established over time. As such, NOYNIM does not engage in Managed Service Provider (MSP) practices or binding service contracts. Rather, NOYNIM acts as its customers’ trusted partner, committed to understanding their evolving business needs and guaranteeing that invoices paid are only for products and services efficiently delivered.
The NOYNIM Advantage

No contracts; services may be cancelled at any time

Fixed hourly rate with no holiday, overtime or after hour charges

An IT services-focused team of vendor-certified engineers

Services covering Application Development, Non-Proprietary Custom Software Solutions, eBusiness, Equipment Configuration, IT Security Services, Network Design and Implementation, Total IT Support and Customized Management and Ticketing System Support

Industry specialization

Detailed disaster recovery documentation

Guaranteed support, 24 hours a day, seven days a week

Daily reports

Monthly high-level overviews
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